Ictal EEG source imaging in frontal lobe epilepsy leads to improved lateralization compared with visual analysis.
To investigate the utility of EEG source imaging to lateralize ictal patterns in frontal lobe epilepsy, which were nonlateralized by standard EEG analysis. Prospective analysis of 17 seizures in 8 patients with unilateral frontal lobe epilepsy MRI lesions and nonlateralizing ictal scalp EEG. We applied four EEG source imaging techniques (phase maps, symmetric dipoles, low-resolution brain electromagnetic tomography analysis, and classical low-resolution brain electromagnetic tomography analysis recursively applied) to the averaged seizure pattern. We tested (1) the ability of these techniques to lateralize seizure patterns, (2) the agreement of the lateralization result with MRI lesion side and subdural EEG recordings, individually for each method and for concordance of all. We found lateralizing results in 5 of 17 seizures when analyzing phase maps, 8 of 17 when analyzing dipoles, and 5 of 17 in both classical low-resolution brain electromagnetic tomography analysis recursively applied and low-resolution brain electromagnetic tomography analysis. No discordance with the MRI lesion side was seen when analyzing phase maps, whereas dipole analysis was discordant to the MRI lesion in two seizures, classical low-resolution brain electromagnetic tomography analysis recursively applied in one, and low-resolution brain electromagnetic tomography analysis in two. Agreement between all imaging methods was found in three seizures (three patients), all in line with the side of the MRI lesion. Advanced EEG review methods and source localization provide useful lateralizing information in difficult frontal lobe epilepsy seizure patterns.